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Soft-x-ray-induced secondary-electron emission from semiconductors
and insulators: Models and measurements
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Secondary-electron energy distribution curves (EDC's) and the total secondary-electron yields relative to
such for gold have been measured for seven semiconductors for which electron-electron scattering losses
within the emitter were considered dominant and for nine insulators (alkali halides) for which electron-
phonon scattering losses were expected to be dominant in the transport process. The secondary-electron
spectra were excited by Al-Ka (1487 eV) photons and were measured from evaporated dielectric films (of
about 0.3 p, thickness) on conducting substrates with an electrostatic hemispherical analyzer of about 0.03-
eV resolution. Some of the dielectric photoemitters have appreciably narrower energy distributions and
higher yields than has gold; CuI and CsI have EDC widths at half-maximum of about one-third of that for
gold, and yield values of 11 and 30 times greater. The FWHM and secondary-electron yield for gold were
measured to be about 4 eV and 0.50 electrons per normally incident photon, respectively. The shapes of the
EDC's were found to be essentially unchanged for photon excitation in the 0.1—10-keV region. Strong
structural features appear only in the alkali halide EDC's, and it is proposed that these are mainly the result
of single-electron promotion of secondaries from the valence band by plasmon deexcitation. A relatively
simple model for x-ray photoemission has been developed which assumes that direct excitation of secondaries
by photoelectron and Auger-electron "primaries" is the dominant excitation mechanism, and accounts for
both electron-electron and'electron-phonon scattering in the transport process. Free-electron conduction-band
descriptions are assumed. The theoretical and experimental curves are in satisfactory agreement.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a considerable amount of effort
on the theory and application of secondary-electron
emissions using electron excitation in the kilovolt
region (as applied, for example, in scanning mi-
croscopy) and using extreme ultraviolet excitation
(as applied in band-structure analysis). There has
been relatively little theoretical or experimental
work reported on the generation of the secondary
electrons using x-ray excitation (which is of con-
siderable current interest as applied to the mea-
surement of the intensity and the temporal history
into the picosecond region of pulsed x-ray sources
with the diode detector, the streak, and the fram-
ing cameras in high-temperature plasma diagnos-
tics).

With electron and extreme ultraviolet generation
of the secondary-electron distribution, the effec-
tive escape depths of the electrons can be very de-
pendent upon the attenuation mechanism of the ex-
citing radiation. With x-ray excitation of the pho-
toelectron and subsequent emission of the associated
Auger-electron "primaries" which in turn generate
the internal secondary-electron distribution, the
electron escape depths are usually independent of
the x-ray attenuation process. This is because
the x-ray penetration is very large as compared
to the effective electron escape length. Thus with
x-ray excitation, often a more direct and precise
interpretation of the secondary-electron energy

distribution can be made in terms of models for
the excitation, transport, and escape processes.

In an earlier work, ' the electron energy depen-
dence of the secondary-electron energy distribution
from metals as excited by x-rays in the 0.-1-10-
keV region was measured and found to be consistent
and predictable by applying currently available
theoretical descriptions for the excitation, mean
free paths, and escape for secondaries in metals.
In this present work, we have measured the energy
dependence and relative yields of the secondary
electrons as excited by soft x rays (principally at
1487-eV photon energy) for a representative series
of semiconductors and insulators. For these sys-
tems, the secondary-electron generation processes
are more complex, particularly for the insulators
for which multiple scattering has an appreciable
role in the transport process. In order to test
available theoretical expressions for the secondary-
electron excitation and for the mean free paths for
pair production and for electron-phonon interactions
for the energy region below 10 eV, we have used
the relatively simple rate equation developed by
Kane for a description of the multiple scattering
transport process. We believe this approach will
be helpful at this time in guiding the application of
more exact transport theories, analytical and
numerical, in later studies.

In Sec. II, we present the "semiclassical, "
simple case for x-ray excited secondary- electron
generation for the "no-loss" transport (no multi-
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pie inelastic scattering) which is the limiting case
for the semiconductors when only strong electron
pair production need be considered, We are thus
able to define specifically in this context our mod-
el for the roles of the x-ray generation and the
escape of secondary electrons which are applicable
to all materials —metals, semiconductors, and
insulators. We then apply the Kane rate equation
to include the additional effects of multiple scatter-
ing and we also introduce a simple accounting for
the accumulated electron-phonon energy losses.

In Sec. III, we review briefly our methods for
measuring the secondary-electron energy distribu-
tions, and present such data along with the theo-
retical curves as based upon our derived models
for a selected series of semiconductors and in-
sulators (alkali halides).

In Sec. IV, we discuss the possible origins of the
very interesting and often very strong structural
features that appear in the secondary-electron
energy distributions for the insulators.

II. MODEL FOR THE X-RAY EXCITATION OF

SECONDARY-ELECTRON EMISSION

A. Excitation

An x-ray photon is absorbed by an atom within
the emitter resulting in the ejection of a photo-
electron. The immediate relaxation of the atom
is by the emission of a shower of Auger electrons
of similar kinetic energies as that of the photo-
electron, and by fluorescent photon emission.
A small additional number of such electrons are
generated by the absorption of some of these sec-
ondary radiation photons. Some of these electrons
may escape from the emitter surface with little
or no loss and as elastically emitted photoelectrons
and Auger electrons. The remaining electrons
form a class of "primaries" that give up their
energy to the gene ration of low-energy secondary
electrons by principally weak interactions through
the fast portion of their paths and by more direct
collisional interactions through the slower ends of
their paths, or alternatively, by the generation of
plasmons which, in turn, may deexcite to form
low-energy secondaries. These interactions in-
volve almost entirely the promotion of bound-state
valence electrons into the conduction band.

We define here, by X(E), the number of second-
ary electrons thus generated per unit energy in-
terval in R, per unit solid angle, per unit emitter
volume, and per unit. incident photon intensity. F.
is the electron energy taken here as measured
from the bottom of the conduction band. See Fig.
1. Because of the randomizing nature of the pro-
cesses of secondary-electron generation, the in-
ternal electron distribution is assumed to be iso-
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FIG. 1. Sixnplified energy-level diagram for the di-
electric photocathode relating the observed emitted
electron kinetic energy Ez to its energy as measured
from the bottom of the conduction band, E, and to E&
and E&, the band-gap and electron affinity energy
values. We define here as semiconductors and insulators
those materials for which the emitted secondary elec-
trons have energies E greater or less than E'&, respec-
tively, where Ez is the energy required for onset of
pair production. Assumed for the x-ray photoemission
model developed here is an "averaging, " free-electron
density of states for the conduction band.

tropic.
X(E) may be related to the single primary-elec-

tron excitation functions S(E) in the following way:
Let S(E) be the number of secondaries generated
per unit interval of their energy E, and per unit
path length of the exciting primary electron when
its energy is equal to Z~. We make the important
assumption that S(E) may be written

S(E)=P(E,)q(E) =&(E )lq (E)+q.(E)+q,(E)1 (1)

qz(E), q,(E), and q&(E) give the E-dependent con-
tributions for the fast electron, slow electron, and
I

plasmon deexcitation processes. This assumption
will require that the observed F. dependence of
the emitted secondary distribution is independent
of the photon energy Zo, and therefore separable
from the "primary-electron" energy dependence.
This has been borne out by our experimental. mea-
surements for photon energies in the range 0.1-
10 keV. [Also, typical theoretical expressions
do yield a P(E&) and one usually of a E~~ dependence,
for direct primary and plasmon deexcitation gen-
eration of secondaries in metals, semiconductors,
and insulators. See Eqs. (22) and (23).J

We assume that all of the primary-electron ener-
gy that is absorbed within the sample is passed
on to the generation of an initial internal secondary-
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electron distribution S(E), as described above,
and therefore the rate of energy loss of a primary
electron may be written for semiconductors and
insulators as

dZ~
E'

=P(Z q) (Z + Z~ + DZ v )q(E ) dZ .
dx (2)

Here E' defines an effective energy limit of the
initial internal secondary-electron distribution.
~~ is a "half-width" of the valence band and E~
+ &E~ is that part of an interaction energy that
is required to bring a valence electron to the bot-
tom of the conduction band. Using Eq. (2), we
may now integrate S(Z) over the entire effective
path of a primary electron. The contribution of
each primary electron having initial energy E~o
to the generation of the internal secondary-electron
distribution becomes

q(E) =Eqo[4vPq(E) J,P(E ~) dZ~

where we have defined the normalizing constant
P by

E I

4vPq= ( (E +EG+ b, Ev)q(E)dZ

yielding the dimensions of the distribution function

P q(Z) to be simply energy squared. This constant,
P, must be finite and a function only of the "intern-
al" constants of the material such as Ec (but not
of the surface parameter Z„). 8 can be obtained
from theoretical or experimental expressions for
the energy-loss rate for primary electrons, dZ&/dx.
It cannot be obtained completely from a second-
ary-electron emission determination of q(Z) be-
cause such results can only be descriptive of the
high-energy tail of the internal distribution func-
tion q(E) (i.e., for electron energies greater than
the escape energy E„ for the emitted electrons).
Finally, if we sum over all of the effective prim-
aries (photoelectrons and Auger electrons) gen-
erated per unit volume and per unit photon inten-
sity, we obtain the internal distribution function
X(Z) as

where p is the mass density and p(E.O) is the mass
photoionization cross section at photon energy Eo
for the emitter. Qz and P~ are the effective frac-
tions of the absorbed photon energy that are lost
to escaping fluorescent and primary-electron ra-
diations, respectively. The fluorescent and pri-
mary-electron radiations that escape "downward"
into the sample and away from the secondary-
emission escape volume near the surface are bal-
anced by similar radiations passing "upward. "'

Essentially, Qz and P~ are the unbalanced frac-
tional losses through the emitter surface. %e de-
fine the function f(EO) as a conversion efficiency
factor for photon excited secondary-electron gen-
eration which should decrease slowly with Eo and
with small abrupt drops at absorption edge ener-
gies. These absorption edge "drops" should tend
to reduce the overall absorption edge effect upon
the secondary-electron production (see Fig. 17 of
Ref. 1).

The exponential factor introduced in x depend-
ence for X(E) and is different from unity only
when the effective escape depth for the secondary
electrons is not small as compared with the x-ray
attenuation depth (pp) ' sing (see Fig. 2).

B. Transport and escape

The transport to a differential surface area dA

of the internal secondary electrons from a position
(x, 8') within the emitter must be considered for
three important cases involving metals, semicon-
ductors, and insulators. In metals, the electrons
that can escape can also promote electrons from
the Fermi sea and thus possibly produce electron
pairs of sufficient energy to escape (cascading).
This case has been discussed in Ref. 1. In semi-

PHOTON
~ EXCITATION

X(E)=—Q[E~O 4&Pq(E)]
1

i

= Up(EO)&q (E), (4)

where U~(EO)(= 5~E&,.) is the total "primary" -elec-
tron energy deposited through photon absorption
per unit volume and per unit photon intensity that
is effective in secondary-electron generation.
This quantity, U~, may be given by

U~(ED) =
p Eo p(E 0)(1 —Pz —Q~}exp(- p px/s in@)

= pEO&(Zo) f(ZO) exp( —dupx/sing), (5}

FIG. 2. "No-j.oss" transport and escape geometry for
which those electrons that escape from (y, 8') are as-
sumed to have a survival probability of exp(—x/~, ),
where ~e is the MFP for pair production. Illustrated
here is the refraction of the escaping electron and the
associated increase in the differential solid angle of
the emitted beam around angle 8.
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conductors for which the minimum escape energy
E~ is larger than the gap energy F~, the secondary
electrons that can escape can also promote valence
electrons into the conduction band. For many
semiconductors, however, such scattering leaves
the energy of each electron of the pair below the
vacuum level, and these electrons cannot escape.
Hence, for this case, only those secondaries that
survive transport to the surface without such in-
elastic scattering (the "no-loss" electrons) need
be considered for photoemission. In many znsulat-
oxs for which those electrons that do escape and
constitute the observed secondary-emission spec-
trum have energies E that are less than the gap
energy E~, this electron-electron scattering is
not significant. Then multiple electron-phonon scat-
tering and the associated accumulated energy loss
must be considered in desc ribing the transport pro-
cess. 'These cases of"no-loss" and of "multiple loss"
scattering transport processes for the semicon-
ductors and insulators will now be discussed.

1. "No-loss" electron emission

The number of electrons that survive transport
to the surface per unit surface area and per unit
photon intensity from the (x, 8') position (see Fig.
2) can be written

=X(Z)(2m sin8' cos8'd8') exp ——dr, (6)
~e

where we have assumed that the survival fraction
can be given by exp(-x/&, ), X, being the mean free
path (MFP) for electron-electron scattering that
promotes valence electrons into the conduction
band. (The differential sample volume involved,
as depicted in Fig. 2, is ring-shaped and equal to

2&~' sinS' d 8' d~,

and the solid angle subtended at a point within this
volume by the differential area element dA is
dA cos8'/r'. )

Assuming x, to be small as compared with the
x-ray photon attenuation lengths [X(Z) independent
of position r], we may integrate Eq. (7) from 0-~
for the electrons approaching dA in the 8' direction
to obtain

~ dZ
——X(Z)(2m sin8' cos8' d8')X, .

Electrons that approach the surface with suffi-
ciently small angles in 8' and with energies greater
than the electron affinity energy E„will refract in-
to the external vacuum region, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Electrons of energy E are slowed down by
an electric field which is (on average) normal to
the surface and wiU have an external kinetic ener-

gy E~ equal to F. -Z„. The electrons exit at a
larger angle 8 and with a larger corresponding
total differential solid angle, thus reducing the
number of electrons per unit solid angle in the
differential emitted beam. To obtain this reduction
factor, we assume that the transverse field at the
surface is equal to zero and that the transverse
momenta of the escaping electrons are thus con-
served. Therefore,

v Z sin8' =v'Z -Z„sin&, (8)

=X(Z)X, - — — cos8.dN

Here we have let 2p sin8d8 be equated to the ex-
ternal solid angle of emission dQ.

We define now P, the differential electron optical
brightness of the emitter surface per unit energy
E and per unit photon intensity, by the relation

dN
dAdZ dQ

(10)

And thus for the "no-loss" secondary-electron
emission from a semiconductor, we obtain, from
Eqs. (9) and (5),

P =X(Z)y.[(Z -Z„)/Z],
or

P =ZOI (Zo)f(ZO)p~. &~(Z)[(Z -Z )/Z],

where, in Eq. (5), we have dropped the x-ray at-
tenuation factor because the x-ray penetration
depths -[pp] ' sing are assumed to be very large
as compared with the secondary-electron escape
depth -X,. [The dependence in Eq. (10) of the sec-
ondary-electron emission upon cos8 (often de-
scribed as Lambert's Law follows directly from

yielding the relationship between the angles 8' and
8. Only those electrons of angles 8' less than the
critical angle 8', for total internal reflection will
refract out of the emitter. surface. This escape
cone" angle is obtained from Eq. (8) by setting
8 equal to 90', giving the value of 8,' equal to

sin '[(K -Z„)/Z]i~2.

The secondary electrons that internally reflect
back into the emitter are eventually inelastically
scattered into energies below that of the vacuum
level and cannot contribute to secondary-electron
emission. Squaring and differentiating Eq. (8),
we obtain the relation

sin8' cos8' d 8' = [(Z —Z„)/Z] sin8 cos8 d8,

which may be substituted into Eq. (7) to obtain the
number of externally refracted electrons in direc-
tion 8 per unit solid angle, per unit emitter surface
area, and per unit photon intensity:
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our assumption that the internal distribution
X(E) is isotropic. j

2. General "multiple-loss" model for x-ray excited
secondary emission

In the simple "no-loss" model described above,
it was assumed that all inelastic scattering in the
transport process drops the involved electrons be-
low the vacuum level and that any elastic scatter-
ing out of the r direction is compensated by an
equally probable elastic scattering into this x dir-
ection. We will now attempt to account for the pos-
sibility of quasielastic scattering that may involve
energy losses that do not immediately drop the in-
volved secondary electrons below the vacuum level
(e.g. , "multiple-loss" process such as electron-
phonon scattering which is of particular interest
here). In emitters for which only such small
losses are probable, the secondary electrons may
wander through considerably greater depths (as
compared to their mean free paths) before finally
reaching the surface and escaping, and their,
energy distribution just inside the surface may be
different from that at their initial generation point.

Kane has presented a relatively simple one-di-
mensional derivation of a rate equation which in-
cludes the combined effects of the large electron-
electron (or electron-hole) energy losses and of the
small electron-phonon energy losses. His one-
dimensional approximation for a rate equation has
been shown to be a very good approximatiop to an
exact three-. dimensional random-whelk description
of Duckett, 3 to an exact one-dimensional solution
of I angreth, 4 and to the numerical Monte Carlo
calculations of Stuart, Wooten, and Spicer. ' The
one-dimensional descriptions involve the analysis
of the projections of the three-dimensional path
elements onto the x-direction, and consequently
the characteristic parameters such as the mean
free paths l& that appear in the one-dimensional
description are related to their corresponding
three-dimensional values l3 as their averaged pro-
ject ious, i.e., I

&
——l~ (cos8) .

Using Kane's one-dimensional model approach'
(see Fig. 3), we derive the following expression
for P(x), the probability that a single electron gen-
erated at depth x from the surface (with + or-
x-directed velocity equally likely) will eventually
strike the surface without suffering a single in-
elastic scattering loss that reduces the involved
electron energies to values below the vacuum lqvel
energy:

P(x) =[e/(c+u))e ",
where c=a+b and U=(b'+ab)'~'. b is the prob-
ability per unit path length that the secondary elec-

Qx & cos8)

kI - ONE-DIMENSIONAl MFP

Ip
—THREE - DIMENSIONAl MFP

FIG. 3. One-dimensional representation of the "multi-
ple loss" (electron-phonon) transport to the emitteq surface
in which the one-dimensioqal MFP's are the averaged pro-
jections of the three-dimensional MFP's. It is assumed
that any electron-electron interaption "eliminates" the
pair from the group of secondaries able to escape and
that the accumulated electron-phonon energy less is sim-
ply proportional toe.

tron will suffer a large (eliminating) energy loss
either in a pair formation, or in an electron-hole
recombination, and a is the probabijity per unit
path length that a secondary electron will suffer a
small energy loss as in electron-phonon scattering
(generating longitudinal vibrations of the crystal
lattice). The electron-electron mean free path
~,&

and the electron-phonon mean free path X~&

are equal to b ~ and a ', respectively. In our fol-
lowing Kane's approach in writing Fq. (13), we
have applied his assumption that for the energy
ranges involved the probabilities a and b can be
considered energy independent, That this assump-
tion is not seriously restrictive is discussed later
in our relating the model results to the experi-
mental data of interest here.

It is evident that when b «a (insulators), the
me@n escape depth u ', for the random-walking
electron can be very large as compared to ~~&,
but when b»a (semiconductors), this .mean escape
depth is equal to A.

At depth x the total number of electrons that are
excited per unit area, per unit energy interval
E, per unit incident photon intensity, and within
a thickness dx can be written, using Eqs. (4) and
(5), as

4wX(E)dx=4~E~p(E, )f(E0)pBq(E)e * dx

=M(EO)q(E)e *dx,

where M(EO) is a material function of the photon
energy E, and where we have replaced pp/sin@
by n Using Eq.. (13), the contribution to the total
number of low-loss scattered electrons that strike
the surface, per unit area of a semi-infinite solid,
per unit photon intensity, and of energy F. that have
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originated within a dx thickness at x can be written

=M(Ep) q(E +yx)e + dx (14)0+0
In expression (14) for the contribution to the numb-'

er of electrons striking the surface with energy
E, we have made two important assumptions: (i)
We assume that the electrons which are generated
at position x and finally random walk to the surface
lose an average amount of energy resulting from
electron-phonon scattering that is proportional to
the distance of transport, x. Ballantyne' has suc-
cessfully applied such an assumption for secondary-
electron emission as photoexcited by ultraviolet'
light for which the mean escape depth of the emitted
electrons is essentially the mean attenuationlength
of the photons, o '. (This assumption is consistent
with Kane's prediction that the average energy loss
for all the electrons is, in fact, proportional to
the average escape depth o ' for large o.) For the
case of x-ray excitation which is of particular in-
terest here, the mean x-ray penetration depth a '

is typically larger than the effective escape depth
for those electrons that are eventually emitted.
Although it is not implicit in Kane's analysis that
the average energy loss in electron-phonon scat-
tering is linearly related to the distance x for this
case, Baraff' has shown this to be a reasonable
assumption in general and independent of the initial
electron energy as based upon an analysis using
the Boltzmann transport equation and also upon the
results of transport measurements of hot electrons
in silicon as reported by Bartelink, Moll, and
Meyer. (ii) Our second assumption is that be-
cause of the smallness of the electron-phonon

. losses (-10 eV) and because of the relatively
large penetration depths of the incident x-rays,
the average number of electron-phonon scatterings
that are involved before an electron finally "ran-
dom walks" to the surface and escapes is suffi-
ciently large so that the variance in its arrival
energy from an average value, F. , can be neglected.

In order to compare the predictions of the gen-
eral relation (14) to the results for the relatively
simple "no-loss" transport case treated earlier
(semiclassically and three dimensionally), we let
the probability for electron-phonon interactions
relative to that for electron-electron interactions,
a/5, approach zero so the escape depth u ~ ap-
proaches b ' or X„(which can be considered to be
very small as compared to the mean x-ray pene-
tration depth a '). We may then integrate Eq. (14),
neglecting the effect of any multiple scattering
and hence the yx term, to obtain the total number
of electrons arriving just inside the surface per
unit. area and per unit energy interval in E to ob-
tain

=M(Ep)(-,')q(E) e P*dx
0

=-.'M(Ep)q(E)~. ,

Now if we integrate Eq. (7) in our specialized
"no-loss" emission analysis to obtain the same
quantity, we obtain the similar result

(15)

= —,'M(Ep)X,q(E) . (16)

Comparing Eqs. (15) and (16), we note that

l|~( =.(cose)ge = pXq . (17)

The factor & corresponds to a simple averaged
projection over a hemisphere for (cos8). (Kane2
and Duckett3 have noted that the results of neutron
age theory and of the three-dimensional exact
random-walk analysis are in better agreement with
Kane's one-dimensional model if (cos&) is set equal
to I/v 3. In our model presentation here, however,
we will use relationship (17) and a similar one
that relates the electron-phonon one- and three-
dimensional mean free paths, i.e. , X~&

——2X~.)
Because of this consistency between the one- and

three-dimensional "no-loss"' analyses, and because
it is intuitively reasonable that we assume the dis-
tribution at the surface described by Eq. (14) to be
isotropic, we proceed by comparison to the analy-
sis as given in the development of Eqs. (7)-(11) to
obtain the differential optical brightness P for
photoemission which includes the mechanisms of
both electron-electron and multiple-loss, electron-
phonon interactions to be

dN
dAdEdn-'Pp -" (19)

He re Io is the photons-pe r-unit-area incident in-
tensity and 8 is the electron direction from the
surface normal. Integrating over the half-sphere
to obtain the total number of electrons emitted per
unit energy interval, we have

dN
dA dE

(20)

Finally, by integrating Eq. (20) over E& (=E -E„)
for the area under the emitted secondary-electron
energy distribution curve (EDC) and dividing by

Ip sing, we obtain the quantum yield Y, the number
of emitted electrons per incident photon, to be

P= M(E, ) — " q(E+yx)e ""'dx. (18)' c+u Z 0

By our definition of P (following from the assump-
tion of an isotropic distribution of secondary-elec-
tron velocities at the surface), the number of elec-
trons emitted per unit area, per unit energy in-
terval, and per unit solid angle is then
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(21)

where Q is the angle the incident x-ray beam
makes with the emitter surface and F.„is chosen
here as the 8& value for which the EDC drops ef-
fectively to zero value. [E„=E'+E„,where E' is
defined in Eq. (2).]

In our attempt here to develop an approximate
but nevertheless complete expression for P, we
need to know the E dependence of the excitation
function q(E) [see Eq. (18)]. As discussed earlier,
this excitation function may be considered as the
combined result of the secondary-electron excita-
tion by direct electron-electron interactions with
fast and with slow "primaries, " and also by the
promotion of secondary electrons into the conduc-
tion band utilizing the discrete energies available
from plasmon deexcitation. The transition prob.-
abilities into the conduction band will, of course,
be energy dependent following the density-of-states
structure within the conduction band for a given
emitter. For the integration of Eq. (18), however,
only the "high-energy tail" of the q(E) need be
known, which includes the electrons of sufficient
energy to eventually escape. Because the shape
of the EDC's have been found to be invariant
for the 0.1-10-keg photon energy region and
therefore for a large range of average primary-
electron energies, it seems justified to assume
that the significant excitation processes can be
sufficiently well described by a q(E} dependence
in Eq. (18) as derived for the "fast" primaries.
For metals, we have successfully applied (as
have Chung and Everhart') the relatively "fast"
electron-electron excitation function developed
by Streitwolf'o and given by

The integral appearing here has been accurately
approximated in polynomial form in the Natl. Bur.
Stand. Handbook ofMatkemati cat Functions, "which
has permitted us to evaluate I(gz/y). This function
is approximately power law as shown in the log-log
plot of Fig. 4 for a range in (rtz/y) of 1-100. The
variable (qz/y) may be interpreted as the elec-
tron's energy relative to an average accumulated
electron-phonon scattering energy loss for all the
electrons that random walk to the surface without
an eliminating electron-electron-type collision.

. (This is because y is the energy loss per unit of
x and g

' is an average escape depth along x.} For
a giiren range in photoemitted energy, we might
approximate the function I(qz/y} by

qZ

(nz/y}' ' (25)

and then the differential optical brightness function
P becomes

M(Zo) c y
" ' A "Ex

rt(c + u) ri (Ez +E„)"' '

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the function I(rIE/y) for

(26)

for insulators and semiconductors, and consequent-
ly B is a dimensionless quantity.

With Eq. (24) we may now evaluate the integral
in the expression (18) for P. To simplify the inte-
gral, we let rt=o +u, z =(q/y)(E+yx), dz=qdx,
and obtain

"e~dx ~g " e'2- f —
2

e"'I
~ dg

0 (E+yx) ky & so/wz

s(z) = I (z,)q(z) =x/z„(z —z,)' (22)
I.O

for metals, where F~ is the primary-electron
energy and Bz is the Fermi energy. And here,
for nonmetals, we similarly wiQ adopt the excita-
tion function derived by Hachenburg and Brauer"
as given by

IP-I

~(~) IO&

—---[I/(~~) ]

S(E)=P(zr)q(E) =A'/EJ E (23) I( )—

q(E) = 1/E' (24)

for insulators. For both of these quantum-mech-
anical results, the authors assumed a free-elec-
tron-like conduction band. It is important to note
that the material constants A and A' appearing
here which depend upon the solid-state character-
istics of the particular material (including the
mass density) do not appear in our model equations
for photoemission through the normalizing constant
described earlier in Eq. (3) and defined as B. We
choose q(E) simply as

IO-'

IO'
I IO

(~y)
IOO

FIG. 4. Integral in the model expression (18) for P,
plotted as a function of the dimensionless parameter
gE/p the ratio of the arrival energy F- at the surface
to the mean accumulated electron-phonon loss energy.
Based upon measured escape depth data, this ratio is
typically greater than 10. Here, as a first approxima-
tion, I(&E/p) is set equal to the asymptotic function,
(nE/'V)-'.
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the limiting "no-loss" (negligible inelastic random
walking) semiconductor case with n= 2. 'The rel-
atively small departure of this function even for
cases' of large average electron-phonon losses
(pz/y & 10) suggests that the general features of
the EDC under our averaging assumption of a free-
electron conduction-band description are insensi-
tive in first-order approximation to the amount of
electron-phonon multiple interactions. This type
of insensitivity was also noted for the case of
photoemission from metals, as suggested by first-
order results of cascading in the solution of the
Boltzmann transport equation. "

Assuming that z =2 and that the x-ray penetra-
tion depths to be la, rge as compared with the electron
escape depths (q =u), the differential electron op-
tical brightness P given in Eq. (26) reduces simply
to

M(Z p) Z»
»(b + u) (Z» +E»)' (2'I)

3. Effect of the energy dependence of the mean free paths

upon optical brightness and yield

Anticipating that b/a» 1 for semiconductors,
Eq. (2V} may be rewritten

iv(z, )~, z,
4»[1+-,'(v'I+ (X,l&p) —I)] (Z»+Z~)

Here we have written the b term [the one-dimen-
sional electron-electron mean free path (MFP)]
as equal to one-half the three-dimensional MFP
value ~, . The small amount of "random walking"
allowed here results in the additional term —,

'
[(1

+ X /X )'~' —1]. In this correction term we may
use average values of the MFP's to be consistent
with the Kane rate-equation analysis assumption
of these parameters being energy independent.
Neglecting this term reduces Eq. (28) immediately
to the simple "no-loss" result, as discussed earl-

ier, and given in Eq. (11). For this case, the
factor X, (the three-dimensional electron-electron
MFP} is a "no-loss" effect and should be written
with its full energy dependence.

The probability per second for electron-electron
scattering as based upon a simple energy fold over
electron density-of-state functions has been cal-
culated by Kane, ' which is in accord with an earl-
ier derivation by Berglund and Spicer' as based
upon energy consideration alone. Using this model
for the simple case of free™electron bands,
Schwentner' has calculated the MFP, g„ for elec™
tron-electron scattering (as well as for electron-
hole scattering) to be

(29)

[It is assumed that the probability rate, or inverse
lifetime, is simply proportional to the number of
states available in the conduction band to the re-
coil and to the excited electrons in pair production,
and therefore to p(Z')p(E E' -Z-c}. p(E) is the
conduction-band density of states, Z is the elec-
tron energy, F.' its final-state energy, and 8 -8 '

-F.G is the energy of the promoted valence elec-
tron. Integrating over all possible states in E',
the total probability, or 1/7, for an "averaging"
free-electron parabolic conduction-band density
of states (p(Z) "ME) becomes

&(E)- p(z') p(Z -Z' -Zc)«'
0

and

g
I/7= [z'(z -z' z,]'"dz'--(z-z, )'.

0

Letting the MFP, X, =v7, and the electron group
velocity v be proportional to v E, we obtain the
expression given in Eq. (29).] We may now present
a complete expression for P for semiconductors
as follows:

zM(zp) z,
4»[l+»(v'1+X, jXp -1)] (Z»+E„-E'~)2(E»+Z„)PtP ' (30)

where p(Z) is given by Eq. (13).
We have plotted the energy dependence of Eq.

(30) for several values of Ec/Z„ in Fig. 5. (It
should be noted as in Fig. 1 that the energy-gap
value, F'c, , which appears here properly is mea-
sured to that point where pair-production begins. )
For this semiconductor relation (30), it follows
that the electron energy E~~ at the peak may be
approximated as

and the full width at half maximum of the EDC, 4,
may be approximated as

b, =Z»(0.90 —0.26(zc/Z„) —0.45(zc/Z„) ). (32}

This FWHM value, ~, thus is predicted to decxease
arith Ez and as Zc/Z» aPProaches unity. And final-
ly, using Eq. (21), we derive the expression for
the semiconductor secondary-electron yield F to
be

Z»~ =E„[0.280 —0.077 (E cjz„)—0.156(zc/E„)'],
(31)

0,13KM(Z p) ex p[2.1(z'c/Z„) 2]

2{I+ [I + (X,/X&)]' jzz' ~ sing
' (33)
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F(x)

OO

)5/2

al MFP values a ' and Q' ' by their equivalent
three-dimensional values &X~ and»,', respectively.

The MFP X~ has been the subject of theoretical
treatment by several authors. Gamin and Llacer'
derive an expression for X~(Z) which is approxi-
mately proportional to E. Wooten' reviews this
topic and concludes that in general it is reason-
able to assume that X~(Z) for Z»Z~ be regarded
as constant, where 8& is an average electron-pho-
non interaction loss energy. This is consistent
with the result given by Herring' and Conwell. '~

(For a review of, .such treatments, see Ref. 20.)
They have given ~~ as

FIG, ' 5. Predicted E& dependence for semiconductors
for which the electron-electron scatter ing probability is
large compared with that for electron-phonon scattering.
Suggested here is that the FTHM of the EDC is propor-
tional to E& and decreases as E&/E& approaches unity.

(Here we have numerically determined the integral
20 xgx

( +1- )2( +1)sg2 =0.13 exp(2. 1 8'},

where x=Zr/Z„and g =Z~/Z„. )
For many insulators (as defined here), the prob-

ability for electron-electron scattering relative to
that for electron-phonon scattering is very small.
In this case, (b/a«1) and again we shall assume
that the x-ray penetration depths are large as
compared to the electron escape depths, i.e. ,
«& u. We shall also choose to approximate the
function I(rg/y) by 1/(rlZ/y)', as we have ex-
pressed in Eq. (27). (It is suggested by the mea-
sured escape lengths for the alkali halides, " for
example, that this function is well approximated
by a power to n =2.) We therefore may rewrite
Eq. (27) for the differential electron optical bright-

. ness P for insulators as

y, =&0tanh= ', (35)

1
&xz = ~~~ (36)

and that the full width. at half maximum 4 of the
EDC is

where xo is the high-energy low-temperature (T)
asymptote of the MFP. Equation (35) suggests
that for a particular insulator at a given tempera-
ture, X~ may be considered a constant, as we have
assumed in fillowing Kane s one-dimensional de-
velopment of a rate equation. In Eq. (34) for the
small X~/X', ratios, we may use simply an average
value fop the ~,'. Because of the relatively small
energy range involved in the EDC's of the insulat-
ors studied and presented here and because of the
appearance of ~,' to the one-half power in the
(X',X~) factor in Eq. (34), it seems justifiable to
allow the g,' value here. also to be its average value
and thus energy independent. For this insulator
model relation (34), it then follows that the elec-
tron energy E&J, at the peak intensity position of
the EDC is given by

~ = 1.90 Rg . (37)

(34)

where M(Zo) is given by Eq. (13).
For the insulator case, we introduce here a

small probability, b', for an "eliminating" pair
production which is equal to I/&,'& and which may
be the result of an energetically possible ionization
of impurity atoms, for example, within the real
sample. Without such a mechanism for relatively
large losses, the escape length, (b'2+ab') ~, as
predicted by the Kane rate equation' would seem to
predict excessively large escape depths not recon=
cilable by incorporating the finite electron-phonon
losses and not consistent with measured depths
for materials for which valence-band electron in-
teractions are not energetically permitted (insulat-
ors). Again we have expressed the one-dimension-

Finally, using Eq. (21), we derive an expression
for the secondary-electron yield F to be

M(Z, ) (Z', g)" '
4Z„sing [(I +x,/x,'}'"+ (x,/x', )' "1' (38)

In our derivations of the above expressions (34) for
p and (38) for y for insulators, we have not taken
into account the enhancement of the photoemission
by the effect of internally. reflected electrons which
may random walk back to the surface and possibly
escape. l3uckett3 has derived such an enhancement
factor which may be written

(39)

by which our P and I' values for insulators could
be multiplied. An effective value for an average
internal reflection coefficient, R, may be defined
in terms of an average escape cone solid angle 0
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by the quantity (2m -0)/2m. If we insert a value
of 0 corresponding to an electron energy E using
the escape cone angle 8', as defined earlier, a
value for R(E) becomes simply (E„/8).'~'. For a
real insulator for which the internal reflection
may be small and diffuse, and for which 5' =a
{as deduced from measured escape depths), the
enhancement factor F is considered as effectively
constant and approximately equal to unity.

8 - POSITION
SAMPLE HOLDER

vo

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Measurement procedure

The semiconductor and insulator materials that
are studied here were vacuum evaporated from
tungsten or molybdenum "boats" loaded with suf-
ficient high-purity powdered samples to deposit
approximately 3000-A thick films onto microscope
slide substrates that were coated with a vacuum
evaporated conducting layer of gold. These sam-
ples were transferred in dry nitrogen to an eight-
position sample holder of the electron spectro-
meter and 10 -Torr environment. A schematic
of the x-ray source-sample holder-hemispherical
electrostatic analyzer spectrographic system is
shown in Fig. 6. A uniform field acceleration
allowed a precise correction for the electron op-
tical brightness as measured by the spectrograph
in order to obtain a value for P at the emitter sur-
face. The details of the electron optics and bright-
ness correction have been presented in an earlier
paper. ' It may be readily shown that

X-RAY
TUBE

HEMISPHERICAL
ELECTROSTATIC ANALY2ER

FIG, 6. Six-p aluminum foil filtered &l-«(1487
eV) photons were used to excite the EDC spectra
shown in Figs. 8-13. The hemispherical energy analyzer
was set to accept 15-eV electrons, with a beam solid
angle defined to yield 0.01-eV energy resolution. A
uniform preaeceleration field was employed which per-
mits a simple and precise brightness correction. The
accelerating potential is step scanned. A multiple sam-
ple holder allows an immediate relative spectral mea-
surement on several. samples and a gold standard.

d = 2(l + h)tang, (40)

where d is the effective sample diameter. This
limiting sample diameter as "seen" by the spec-
trometer in these measurements was 9.3 mm (l
= 109 mm, k = 10 mm, and g =2.24'). The theoret-
ical and measured energy resolution of the spec-
trometer for these measurements was approxi-
mately 0.03 eV. An x-ray source of Al-Key
(1487 eV) was used in the measurements-as ob-
tained with 6- p. aluminum foil filtering" of the radi-
ation from an aluminum anode at 4 k. Such a
source presents somewhat more than 95% AI-.Ko.'

radiation with most of the approximately 4% con-
tinuum background centered around 2500 eV.

The experimental measurements were made on
two sets of samples, each set prepared inde-
pendently (usually' on different days). The second-
ary-emission data from the spectrograph was cor-
rected for the brightness change due to the accel-
eration and plotted as n/n~ vs B» using a small
laboratory computer-plotter system. (n is the
electron counts per data point divided by the col-
lection time and the x-ray source current. The

P =&'n. (41)

Then from Eq, (21) we may write for the second-
ary-electron yield F

F= ndE» ——
sing 0 sin

so that

&' =I'0/w~.

(42)

(43)

normalizing value n& is this value at the peak of
the EDC. ) These curves reproduced among the
s'ample sets within about 1% average deviation.

In order to minimize any effect of instrumental
drift or other causes that might affect the spec-
trometer transmission, each measured EDC of a
given sample was immediately followed by a sim-
ilar measurement of an EDC of two relatively
stable "standard" samples: gold and copper iodide.

In order to determine the differential electron
optical brightness P from the n/n~ data for the
sample and standard, we introduce an overall in-
strument calibration constant K' by the relation
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(44)

a = l;.(n„/pro, )P,

The area under the experimental EDC, 0, is ob-
tained by numerical integration as the EDC is
plotted. By applying Eq. (42) to establish the in-
strumental constant K' from data related to the
standard sample, we may obtain the relationship
between the differential brightness P and the nor-
malized n/n~ EDC experimental curve:

p = (Y~n~/mo, )p(n/n~) =a(n/n, ),

I.O

0.5

GOLD (Au)
1487 eV PHOTON EXCITATION

where g&, and a, have been measured on the stand-
ard sample of a known yield value, F„, and the
ratio p is the intensity n~ as measured at the peak
position of the sample EDC relative to that, n~„
as measured under identical conditions on the
standard sample. The experimental EDC's that
are presented here are normalized (n/n~) curves
and thus equivalent to P/a curves.

B. Experimental secondary-electron energy distributions

These EDC data are presented as the experi-
mental point plots along with the experimentally
determined values for the electron kinetic energy
at the peak intensity position F&» the full width
at half maximum ~, and the peak intensity and the
yield relative to these values as measured for the
gold photocathode standard under identical phot'on

excitation P and y, respectively. A typical mea-
sured EDC for the gold standard sample is shown
in Fig. 7 (Ref. 22). Band-gap values Eo are presented
as obtained from the literature. The "best fitting" by
the model equations as derived above are presented
along with the chosen values of the electron affinity
parameters, E~, which have yielded these fits.'

The absolute values for P may be obtained from
these P/a curves using Eq. (44). For the gold ref-
erence sample employed for these measurements,
l'o, and the EDC Shape. parameter n~/mo, are 0.054
and 0.064 eV ', respectively, and approximate
value for a is thus equal to 3.4&10 eV '.

1. Semiconductors

The samples which are presented and defined
here as "semiconductors" were those for which
the emitted electrons are of energy F. that is great-
er than the band-gap value EG. These samples are
AgCl, Se, CdS, PbS, Ge, and PbI„and their EDC's
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. In fitting by the
theoretical curves, the semiconductor relation for
P given in Eq. (28) was rewritten

KM(Z o) K ~ E»4», (Zz+E~)' ' (45)

with X, given by Eq. (29), and e is considered es-
sentially a constant to be adjusted for "best fitting. "

~ o+

P I I I I I I I l I I t I I

0 5 IO l6
E„(eV)

FIG. 7. EDC for gold as excited by Al-K& (1487 eV)
photons. The smooth curve is based upon a theoretical
model developed in Ref. 1 for x-ray photoemission from
metals. In the present work, for the EDC measurements
on semiconductors and insulators shown in Fi.gs. 8-13,
the peak heights and secondary-electron yields relative
to those of a gold standard are presented as the p and y
values, respectively. Given here are our preliminary
measurements on the total yield and the secondary-
electron yield for gold prepared by evaporation the same
way as our spectrographic standard. The secondary
yieM was determined as the difference between the totaI.
yieM and that for the fast electrons alone with the sec-
ondaries retarded by a 30-U grid potential.

Thus the electron-phonon scattering term in Eq.
(28) is given by

& (X./K) =-. [(& + &./&, ) —&]=« /(Z -Eo)
(46)

(~ =K/4&~ for X,/y, «1).
Relationship (46) allows an estimate of the value
of the (X,/X~) ratio characteristic of the semicon-
ductor and for a given emitted energy B. With the
EDC plots we have listed the characteristic par-
ameters for these curves. As discussed earlier,
the band-gap energy E'o that appears in Eq. (29) is
defined as the separation between the mean position
in the valence band and the onset position for pair-
production; nevertheless, we have used the re-
ported band-gap value" as measured tothe bottom
of the conduction band E~ in the calculation and
plotting of the theoretical curves.

For the CuI photocathode, the EDC of which is
shown in Fig. 10, the semiconductor relation as
given in Eq. (45) cannot be used for the values of
E~ less than EG -F~. Below this energy, electron-
electron scattering becomes very improbable and
electron-phonon scattering becomes dominant.
For CuI, this occurs approximately at 1 eV, as
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 10. Therefore, for
the region Z &Zo, the relation for P as derived for
insulators and given in Eq. (34) is appropriate.
A composite curve was thus used in Fig. 10 by
imposing a continuity condition at this 1-eV posi-
tion to determine effectively the factor involving
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FIG. 12. See caption for Fig. 11. FIG. 13. See caption for Fig. 11.

calculations have been made, while for others
relatively few or none have been published. The
band calculatiohs which are referred to in what
follows have been selected on the grounds that
they have produced values of Zo (either from first
principles or by ab initio fitting) and F.„. In this
regard, it is worth noting that band calculations
employing a local approximation (Slater exchange)
to the exchange potential produce very poor com-
parison with experimentally determined Z~ and
8& values and valence-band-width values. Hartree-

Fock methods incorporating correlation effects
such as have been used by Kunz, Lipari, and Foml-
er (see references contained in Ref. 23) seem to
produce parameters in good agreement with the
same experimental quantities for several of the
alkali halides.

It is also now well known that in insulators such
as the alkali halides, it is possible to produce con-
currently both exciton and plasmon excitations.
I ater in this section we shall show that in fact
most of the predominant x-ray excited EDC struc-
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tural features can collectively be shown to exhibit
good agreement with plasmon energy losses.

We shall first, however, consider the structural
features of the EDC's in terms of comparison with
results obtained by other workers and in terms of
calculated band structures and densities of states.

A. Lithium fluoride

The main structural feature in the EDC is near
E» =6.7 eV (see arrows in Fig. 11 and in other
figures when being referred to structure in the
EDC's). Other smaller structures may be seen
at F~ 0.5 eV. The lower-energy region of the
LiF conduction band is derived from orbitals with
the character of Li 2s, Li 2P, and F 3d states.
Menzel et al. have shown that the conduction-
band density of states (DOS) has peaks at 13.3, 18,
and 22.3 eV above the conduction-band minimum
at I'&. In the present case, this would correspond
to peaks at E& ——1.46, 6.1, and 10.4 eV, in fair
agreement with the observations presented above,
although in terms of peak intensities the agreement
is poor. Similarly, inspection of the calculation by
Page and Hugh" would seem to indicate a com-
bined s-d peak in the density of states at E -9.9
eV, i.e. , at E~ - 7 eV.

Ultraviolet photoelectron emission and synchro-
tron final-state spectroscopy2~ indicate features
attributed to conduction-band DOS peaks at EE
=3.3 and 7.8 eV and at 15.2 and 19.6 eV above the
valence band, respectively. These are not re-
solved in the present work, but the peak at 15.2
would imply a high density of states near the bot-
tom of the conduction band.

A possible mechanism for the observed E„=6.7
eV peak may be considered via KVV Auger excita-
tion. The mean intervalence band separation in
LiF is -50 eV so that a valence-band (V) Auger
electron is characterized by E~ = 50 —11.8 = 38.2
eV. If such electrons were sequentially to lose
energy both by pair production (13.6 eV) and by a
characteristic energy loss" of 18.3 eV (interband
transition), they would have residual E~=6.3 eV.
This is in the region of the structure observed.

As indicated later, however, a more likely ex-
planation for this structure is via plasrnon deexci-
tation.

B. Sodium chloride

Similarly to LiF, the d-like conduction bands in
NaCl are associated with the anion. Although there
appear to be no structural fea.tures in the second-
ary distribution, Lipari and Kunz have derived a
conduction band DOS with peaks at 4 and 6.5 eV
above the minimum at I'. These would correspond
here to E&=3.5 and 6 eV and are not discernable.

Characteristic energy losses for electrons in
NaCl have, however, been observed by Battye et
col. and Cruezberg with values of 9.6 and 10,1
eV, respectively. With E~+EA ——8.95 eV, this
would simply imply a peak in the EDC at -1 eV.
This would account for the observed anomalously
high peak in the EDC relative to the theoretical
curve in Fig. 11.

Peaks attributed to conduction-band DOS struc-
ture have been measured by Pong and Smith using
ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), and
are placed at E~=2.0 (weak) and 3.5 eV. Using a
photon energy of 21.2 eV, however, they do not
observe these features in the secondary-electron
"tail" which has a span of E~ =0- 4 eV. This
agrees well with the present work.

C. Potassium chloride

For this sample, there is considerable overlap
of the d- and s-like bands. Contrary to the pre-
vious two sa.mples, however, the d-like orbitals
derive from orbitals on the cation. Band-structure
details as determined by Lipari and Kunz indicate
a high DOS contribution from the d bands at I'25
and near the X3 minimum, which are 5.55 and
1.87 eV above the conduction-band edge at I"&.
These correspond to E~ =5 and 1.37 eV, respec-
tively. Final-state spectroscopy measurements
using synchrotron radiation ' also indicate high
DOS in the conduction band at 9.7 and 12.6 eV above
the valence-band maximum, i.e., at E~ =0.8 and
3.7 eV. The lower value would account for dis-
agreement between the observed EDC and the
theoretical curve in'Fig. 11, while the higher
value is in the region of the structure arrowed in
Fj.g. 11 at 4 eV.

Further confirmation of this is given by Pong
and Smith, 6 who have found DOS structures at
E~ =1.3 and 4.5 eV using UPS.

D. Potassium bromide

It is well known that the band structures of KBr
and KCl are very similar. ' This is also notice-
abl|: in the similarity of the secondary EDC's for
these samples. Qualitatively, then, we apply the
same arguments as above and simply add that
Pong and Inouye~ recently have observed struc-
tures attributable to conduction-band DOS peaks
at E~=0.9 and 3.8 eV.

E. Rubidium bromide

The band structure for HbBr is similar to that
for KBr.3 Inouye and Pong have measured DOS
peaks at E~ =1.0 and 3.4 eV, the latter peak agree-
ing well with the arrowed structure in Fig. 12, and
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the former peak possibly causing the above-men-
tioned enhancement of the main EDC peak in re-
lation to the theoretically predicted curve.

F. Alkali iodides (NaI, KI, RbI, CsI)

The structure of the conduction band in Li and
Na halides is relatively simple compared with K,
Hb, and Cs halides in that Li' and Na' have no low-
lying d states. The K, Rb, and Cs halide exhibit
strong alkali d character in the conduction band,
and this feature occurs most strongly for the
iodides in that for these solids, the d overlap with
the lowest-lying s band is greatest for the
iodides. " ' Furthermore, the d states lower as
the atomic number of the alkali ion increases.

The EDC for NaI (Fig. 12) shows structure in-
dicated by the arrow at 1.0 eV. This may be as-
sociated with d states well separated from the
low-lying s states, along with a similar feature
observed in UPS by Pong and Inouye for NaI, and
so may be identified with structure in the conduc-
tion-band DOS. These authors observed a peak at
Ez ——1.5 eV.

In KI, RbI, and CsI there appear to be features
attributable to low-lying d-band DOS at Z~ = 1.8,
1.7, and 1.6 eV, respectively. The decreasing
values of E& are consistent with the d-band
lowering with increasing atomic number of the
alkali ions. In a detailed comparison with band-
structure results, it may be seen that for KI (Refs.
41 and 37) there is evidence for a region of high
DOS at E„=1.8 and 2.3 eV, respectively, in good
agreement with Fig. 13. For RbI (Ref. 42), simil-
ar DOS structure would seem to exist at E& -3 eV
which is in fair agreement with the observations.
Further experimental confirmation of the structure

observed here (Z» = 1.7 eV) for RbI is found in the
UPS observation~' that RbI shows conduction-band
structure at E& ——1.8 eV. Finally, for CsI, which
shows EDC structure at Z„=1.6 eV (Fig. 13), it
may be noted that this is in excellent agreement
with UPS measured structure ' at Z& ——1.7 eV, and
in fair agreement with high 5d-like DOS at Z~ -2
eV in the band-structure calculation of Onodera. "

We now turn to considerations involving the pos-
sible presence in the observed EDC's of structure
due to plasmon energy losses. Observed plasmon
losses from both electron and optical absorption
experiments have been compared with theoretical
plasmon energy estimates for the alkali halides
in Refs. 24 and 46, and are summarized in Table
I. If one were tentatively to assume that such
plasmons lose their energy to single electrons in
the valence band, then it might be expected that
the observed EDC's would show plasmon loss
structures at E~~ -@co~-Z ~ -E„—b, E~, where
~E~ is the valence-band half-band width. 3 These
quantities are given in Table I. A comparison of
the last two columns of Table I may then be seen
to result in reasonable agreement (within the pres-
ent indeterminancy of the Z, and Z„values) be-
tween the predominant EDC structures and the
plasmon loss mechanism.

The plasmon energy-loss observation by other
workers alluded to above are in many cases the
strongest energy-loss features in the character-
istic energy-loss spectra of the alkali halides.
While it has been shown that some of the structures
presented here may be approximately identified
with interband transitions and conduction-band
densities-of-states effects, we tentatively favor
the explanation for the predominant EDC structures
in terms of plasmon energy losses since these

TABLE I. Alkali halide EDC structures.

Sample

LiF
NaCI
KCl
KBr
RbBr .

NaI
KI
RbI
CsI

S~~ (eV) ~

25.3
15.5
14.0
13.5
.12.3
13.3
11.4
11.1
10.7

EG (ey) ~

13.6
8.5
8.4
7.4
7.4
5.8
6.3
6.1
6.2

E~ (eV)'

1
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.4
1.'5
1.2
1.1
0.2

aE, (eV)'

3.7
2.2
1.5
1.4
1.6
3.3'
2.4
2.1
2.3

Plasmon predicted
stur cture

(eV) (*0.5)
5I, —E& —E„—AE~

7
4.4, 0.3
3.7
3.9
2.9
2.7
1.5
1.8
2.0

Erf' (eV)
observed EDC

features
(~0.1 eV)

6.7

4 0

3+2
1.9
1.75
1.7
1.6

'Reference 23.
"References 24 and 46.
'Reference 39.
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processes would seem to predict better overall
agreement, as may be seen from Table I.

Two samples (I iF and Rbl), both of which show
significant EDC structure, were reexamined using
CKo x-rays (277 eV) and Cu-K& (8050 eV). The
EDC shapes remained substantially the same as
those shown in Figs. 11 and 13 and as excited by
using Al-Ko (1487 eV). The implication is that
the direct excitation of secondary electrons and
the indirect process of first generating plasmons
which deexcite to generate secondary electrons
both have a similar dependence upon the primary
electron energy and hence upon the exciting photon
energy. This result wa, s anticipated in our model
assumptions, as discussed earlier and expressed
in Eq. (1).

V. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental method has been demonstrated
for precisely measuring the secondary-electron
EDC's and the relative secondary-electron yields
for dielectric films in the 0.3-p. thickness range
as vacuum evaporated upon conducting substrates.
Although for this study the samples were prepared
outside the spectrograph, the measured EDC's
were found to be reproducible and for many with
such strong characteristic differences that it is
believed that the EDC's are fairly representative
of "clean" samples and accurately representative
of typical photocathodes as prepared for x-ray
detectors, streak, and framing cameras.

A simple theoretical model has been developed
which takes into account strong electron-electron
and weak electron-phonon losses in the secondary-
electron transport within the emitter. In first ap-
proximation, this model predicts that the second-
ary-electron energy distribution for insulators
has a dependence upon the electron energy F. as is
given by the product of the internal excitation func-
tion q(Z) and the excape factor (Z -Z„)/Z. For
the semiconductors, an additional factor must be
included that is equal to &,(Z), an energy-depend-
ent MFP for electron-electron scattering. The
q(Z) function [see Eq. (I)] is assumed to be a sum
of the contributions resulting from secondary-elec-
tron excitation by direct primary-electron inter-
action, q~(Z) and qz(Z), and by plasmon deexcita-
tion q~(Z). Here we have further assumed that the
direct excitation process can be considered as
dominant and that correspondingly q(Z) can have
an E ' dependence, as derived from a simple free-
electron conduction-band model. Any DOS and
plasmon deexcitation structural detail has been .
considered as superimposed upon this averaged
EDC description.

As has been shown in the EDC's for the semi-

conductors presented in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, the
fitting of the model curves to the experimental
data is very satisfactory. Strong DOS structure
is not present for these semiconductors and no
strong plasmon deexcitation structures appear in
these semiconductor EDC's because the observed
secondary electrons have energies as measured
from the valence band that are less than that of the
expected strong plasmon excitations (of the order
of 10-20 eV).

However, as shown for many of the alkali halide
EDC's presented in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, structur-
al features have been found which can be reason-
ably well correlated with plasmon deexcitations to
single seconda, ry electrons that have energies
within the main EDC energy region. We have noted .

that these structural features can, in many in-
stances, be also correlated with published DOS
peaks and interband transitions. Nevertheless,
the initial primary electrons that are generated
under x-ray excitation lose an appreciable func-
tion of their energy first to plasmon excitations.
The plasmon peaks dominate the characteristic
energy-loss spectra of the alkali halides. It ha.s
therefore been suggested here that the observed
EDC structure is more likely attributable to plas-
mon deexcitation. We conclude that more informa-
tion is needed than is presently available in order
to establish clearly the relative roles of these
sources of EDC structure.

The shapes of the EDC's have been found to be
essentially independent of the photon energy in the
0.1-10-keV region for metals (in an earlier work')
and for the semiconductors and insulators studied
in the present work. This fact strongly supports
the basic model assumption expressed in Eq. (1)
that-the principal secondary-electron excitation
processes have effectively the same dependence
upon the primary-electron energy and thus upon
the energy of the incident photons.

Finally, with this model for x-ray photoemission,
the dependence of the differential photocathode
electron optical brightness P and of the total sec-
ondary-electron yield V upon the photon excitation
energy Eo and upon the solid-state parameters of
the emitter material EG and E& have been defined.
It is hoped that this simple phenomenological mod-
el can help to guide the continuing research on the
characterization of x-ray photoemission.
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